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The LA Live Xbox Plaza usually crowded during the Emmys time is closed to the public amid
the coronavirus pandemic in Los Angeles California. — AFP photos

Tables are set up outside the Staples center, at LA Live, where part of the Emmy was set in Los
Angeles California. 

N
o red carpet, no star-studded audi-
ence and no “Game of Thrones”-
this year’s Emmys honoring the

best in television promise to be radically
different as producers scramble to cre-
ate Hollywood’s first major pandemic-era
awards show. The coronavirus has
turned Tinseltown upside down, bringing
productions to a halt even as stay-at-
home orders around the world send
binge-watching through the roof. Now
late night funnyman Jimmy Kimmel will
host the 72nd Emmys live today from an
empty theater in Los Angeles-which
remains under strict lockdown-with win-
ners beaming in from the safety of their
homes due to Covid-19.

Adding to the unpredictability on a
night of firsts, 130-odd nominees who
were sent cameras to hook up in their
own living rooms have been encouraged
to get creative with their speeches (and
comfortable-A-listers are invited to trade
gowns and tuxedos for pajamas).
“Ratings have been flagging for award
shows for years... This is, if nothing else,
an opportunity to mix things up, to do an
award ceremony in a way unlike any oth-
er that’s been done,” said IndieWire TV
awards editor Libby Hill. “Even if Sunday
night is a complete disaster, it’s at least
going to be an interesting disaster. And

that’s really all you ask for in 2020.”
Capturing this year’s somewhat anar-

chic zeitgeist, “Watchmen” leads the
charge with a whopping 26 nominations,
primarily in the limited series categories.
The eerily prescient comic book adapta-
tion that debuted last October confronts
historic US racism, police violence and
even mask-wearing. It also wowed critics
and audiences alike. “‘Watchmen’
speaks so specifically in so many
unprecedented ways to the moment in
which we’re living right now,” said Hill. “I
think people will probably get pretty tired
of hearing Watchmen’s name getting
called... it’s as much of a lock as we
have right now.”

‘Last chance’ 
With HBO’s record-breaking Emmys

juggernaut “Game of Thrones” having
finally mounted a dragon and soared off
to Westeros, the awards in the drama
series categories promise to be more
fiercely contested this year. “It’s a relief
for HBO that they have ‘Succession’ hit-
ting at the right time,” said Deadline
awards columnist Pete Hammond. The
critically adored show about a powerful
family’s back-stabbing battle for control
of a dynastic media empire won a writing
Emmy in its first season, and has

amassed 18 nominations this time.
But it is tied with “Ozark,” a dark mon-

ey-laundering tale set in the American
heartland from Netflix, which despite
landing a record 160 nominations this
year is still desperate to win its first major
series Emmy. Lurking in the background
are British royals saga “The Crown” and
Star Wars tale “The Mandalorian,” which
boasts lavish Thrones-esque production
values and has already scooped five
Emmys in technical categories this week
for newcomer Disney+.

Comedy this year appears to be a
toss-up between previous serial winner
“The Marvelous Mrs Maisel”-Amazon’s
quirky tale of a 1950s housewife who
becomes a standup comic-and “Schitt’s
Creek.” The latter, a Canadian comedy
about a privileged family forced to live in
a rundown motel, failed to earn a single
nomination in its first four years, but
became a sleeper hit after airing on
Netflix and signed off with a heartwarm-
ing final season. Emmy voters “know it’s
the show’s last chance... that’s the one
that’s got big momentum,” said
Hammond. 

‘Crapshoot’ 
Of the more than 100 acting nomina-

tions in the drama, comedy, limited

series and television movie categories
this year, more than a third of them went
to black actors-a new record. Aside from
the awards themselves, the night will
honor the career achievement of Tyler
Perry. The African-American entertain-
ment mogul has championed greater
diversity in Hollywood, and this year paid
funeral costs for black victims of police
violence including George Floyd.

The theme of tackling racism is
expected to feature prominently through-
out the night, while many stars in famous-
ly liberal Hollywood are likely to have a
wary eye on President Donald Trump’s
re-election bid. And then of course
there’s the pandemic itself to address.
With nominees given “unprecedented
freedom” as they broadcast from loca-
tions of their choosing, winners’ speech-
es on a night billed by Kimmel as “the
Emmys meet Big Brother” are likely to
have surprises in store. “It’s a crap-
shoot,” said Hammond. “That’s the one
thing you can’t predict.”— AFP

A Steinway grand piano owned by the late Jewish-Polish composer Wladyslaw Szpilman, is
displayed in Warsaw. 

Five things to
watch for on
Emmys night
H

ollywood will honor the best in tele-
vision at the Emmys on Sunday, but
the awards show-like most things in

the pandemic-era world-will look totally
different. And maybe that’s a good thing.
Here are five things to watch for on
Sunday night:

How will it all work? 
Late night funnyman Jimmy Kimmel will

take the stage at a nearly empty venue in
Los Angeles to host the Emmys, as the
stars will be... elsewhere. Producers have
sent camera equipment to about 130 A-
list nominees in multiple countries around
the world-and the winners will accept their
awards live. Technical difficulties, F-
bombs dropped on air, wardrobe mal-
functions: the set-up seems tailor-made
for at least a few hiccups, but experts say
that could be a boost overall.

“I think it’s got the potential to actually
be a breakthrough for award shows, and
actually shake up the whole format, make
it interesting,” said Deadline awards
columnist Pete Hammond. Kimmel is the
host who had to handle the notorious
best picture Oscar bungle in 2017, so
industry observers say if anyone is pre-
pared to deal with the unknown, he’s the
man. “I really think he’s going to be able
to roll with the punches better than
maybe anyone else who could be in that
position,” IndieWire TV awards editor
Libby Hill told AFP.

What about the fashion? 
There is no red carpet, of course, so

how the stars will appear on camera is
anyone’s guess. Organizers have encour-
aged participants to embrace comfort
over couture. “Our informal theme for the
night is ‘Come as you are, but make an
effort!’” said a letter sent to nominees by
organizers in July, according to Variety. “If
you want to be in formal wear, we’d love
that, but equally if you’re in the UK and it’s
3 am, perhaps you want to be in designer
pajamas and record from your bed!” So
will stars don glamorous gowns anyway,
hoping for a winning fashion moment, or
instead go for the tie-dye loungewear that
has become the ubiquitous version of
lockdown chic? Stay tuned.

Can Netflix win a major award? 
Since entering the fray with its flagship

original dramas like “House of Cards” and
“Orange Is The New Black,” streaming
giant Netflix has scooped up a ton of
Emmys-but never one for best drama,
best comedy or best limited series. Is this
the year? Dark crime series “Ozark” is
leading the nominations in the drama cat-
egories with 18, but it is tied with HBO’s
family business hit show “Succession.”

And while Netflix prevailed in terms of
total nominations with 160 to HBO’s 107, it
has yet to pull in a major prize. HBO
meanwhile has done it many times before
with “The Sopranos,” “Game of Thrones,”
“Sex and the City” and “Veep.” This year,
beyond “Succession,” it also has
“Watchmen,” the overall top Emmy nomi-
nation getter with 26, and a major con-
tender this year for best limited series and
beyond. “What Netflix has going for it is it
has just the bulk amount of nominations,”
Hill said. “And sometimes it’s not quantity-
it’s quality of nominations. And I think
that’s where HBO is at right now.”

Emmy newcomers 
The absolute glut of original content

now available to television viewers is
astounding. From traditional broadcast
and cable networks, to new streamers like
Disney+ and Apple TV+, to short-form
video platform Quibi, there is something
for everyone. Who will break through this
year? So far, in the Emmys handed out
before the main ceremony in technical
categories, Disney+ and Quibi are going
strong.

Disney has snared five statuettes so far
for its “Star Wars” original series “The
Mandalorian.” Could Apple TV+ be shut
out despite the high-wattage cast of “The
Morning Show” starring nominees Jennifer
Aniston, Steve Carell, Billy Crudup and
Mark Duplass? Apple TV+ “wanted to be
this place for prestige television but I think
behind the scenes, it didn’t necessarily
have people knowledgeable in television
making the decisions,” Hill said. “It can
take streamers a while to break through.
But that Disney+ did it with such relative
ease is really salt in the wound.”

The category to watch 
Of course, the Emmy nominee list

reads like a who’s who in Hollywood, but
one category stands out for its competi-
tiveness-best actress in a limited series or
TV movie. Three Oscar winners-Regina
King (“Watchmen”), Cate Blanchett (“Mrs
America”) and Octavia Spencer (“Self
Made”) will battle for the title. Their com-
petition? A major debut from Shira Haas in
the critically acclaimed “Unorthodox” and
Kerry Washington’s tour de force in “Little
Fires Everywhere.” King is the favorite for
her starring role in “Watchmen”-HBO’s
comic book adaptation that takes on US
racism and police violence-but anything
can happen on Emmys night. — AFP 

T
he upcoming release of a ninth gen-
eration of games consoles by Sony
and Microsoft is set to be a sales

slam dunk with consumers seeking enter-
tainment during pandemic confinement,
but could it also be their swan song as the
habits of gamers change? Both compa-
nies have been dripping out information
for months about the PlayStation 5 (PS5)
and the Xbox Series X to build excitement,
and now have announced the consoles
will hit shelves-and living rooms-in mid-
November.

Pre-orders for the PS5 quickly maxed
out at several retailers, showing many
gamers are indeed raring to upgrade and
setting up a sales battle just in time for the
holiday season. And it will be a major
upgrade in terms of hardware as the cur-
rent generation of machines were
released all the way back in 2013. Both
new consoles will offer much more power-
ful central and graphics processors, sup-
port 4K televisions, as well as offer ray
tracing, which allows for better rendition of
how light behaves. All of this will all make
for more fluid and vivid play.

“When one looks at the technical speci-
fications of the new consoles, there 10
times above the current generation. We’re
going to have games that are more beau-
tiful, more realistic, more immersive.
People are going to be blown away,” said
Charles-Louis Planade, a video game
expert with Midcap Partners.

Dark cloud in the sky? 
Sony has the 110 million PS4 consoles

it has sold over the past seven years as a
gauge of success, more than double the

amount of its competitor the Xbox One.
“For Microsoft, the challenge is to not to let
Sony get too far ahead, maybe even the
game with it,” Planade said. Taking into
account the growing number of players,
the analyst believes it possible they could
match their previous success. Others
aren’t so sure given the changes in the
industry, which is already beginning to
move away from big expensive machines
to cloud gaming, where the play is hap-
pening online. 

“This generation could be the last
physical consoles. It’ll be the last time
we’ll here talk of teraflops,” said Audrey
Leprince, co-founder of the independent
game studio The Game Bakers. A teraflop
refers to the capacity of a processor to
calculate a trillion operations, and both
Sony and Microsoft have been vaunting
the speed and power of their new con-
soles. Leprince said there haven’t been
any major innovations with game inter-
faces or with the games themselves.

But “the stone in the pond... is the shift
to the subscription model” which means
the console makers are becoming a
“Netflix of video games”, she said. The
subscriptions-Game Pass for Microsoft
and PlayStation Plus for Sony “are going
to completely revolutionize the industry as
was the case for films and music,” said
Leprince. 

The Game Pass already operates
much like a Netflix for video games by
offering access to a catalogue of titles,
while PlayStation Plus offers other services
that are attractive to gamers such as play-
ing online with friends. “The challenge for
the console manufacturers is to hold onto
their subscribers so as not to give an
opening to challengers” such as Google
or Amazon, said Planade.

Cloud gaming 
The two web giants are betting on

cloud gaming which allows them to dis-
pense with consoles. Games can run on a
variety of devices such as smartphones
and tablets. As it is the servers in the
cloud that do the heavy lifting in terms of
processing, there is no need for powerful
and costly consoles.

But both firms have also take a step
towards cloud gaming by offering lower
priced versions of their new consoles with-
out drives. Games have to be down-
loaded from the web or streamed, and
have dedicated xCloud and PlayStation
Now services. —AFP

A
fountain pen, silver pocket watch
and other prized possessions of
the late Jewish-Polish composer

Wladyslaw Szpilman, the real-life hero of
the Oscar-winning film “The Pianist,” go
under the hammer in Warsaw next
week. “This watch and pen that he
bought on a trip to Paris in 1937 sur-
vived his whole stay in the Jewish ghet-
to, then kept him company in the ruins
of Warsaw,” said Szpilman’s son
Andrzej, who is organizing the auction
with his brother Krzysztof. 

The renowned musician, who died in
2000, came to the world’s attention in
Roman Polanski’s fi lm based on
Szpilman’s autobiography-available in
some 40 languages. The black
Montblanc Meisterstuck pen, the pocket
watch and a tie that is now part of the
collection at the Polin Museum of the
History of Polish Jews are the only
Szpilman possessions to have survived
the war.

Sole survivor 
Like every Jewish resident of the

Polish capital, the pianist and his family
were forced into the Warsaw Ghetto
established by the Nazis in 1940. He
made ends meet by playing the piano at
whatever cafes remained open. In 1942,
his relatives were sent to their deaths at
the Treblinka extermination camp, but
Szpilman was spared after a Jewish
police officer recognized him from a
concert and pulled him from the trans-

port line at the last minute.
Szpilman managed to escape the

ghetto the following year, just before the
Germans liquidated and abolished the
Jewish district. He survived the rest of
the war, thanks to the help of friends, by
going from hideout to hideout, until he
ended up at an empty apartment, totally
cut off from the outside world. “The
watch, an Omega, held special signifi-
cance for my father,” Andrzej Szpilman
told AFP. “My father wrote that he would
wind it up to know what time it was,
because he lived in total solitude and
had lost all sense of time. “The watch
helped him put up with the passing
time,” the son said, before winding the
watch and holding it up to his ear to
hear it tick. —AFP

Crockery of the late Jewish-Polish composer
Wladyslaw Szpilman, are displayed in
Warsaw. — AFP photos

The Sony Playstation logo is seen during the
Tokyo Game Show in Makuhari, Chiba
Prefecture. Sony’s eagerly awaited
PlayStation 5 will be launched in November
2020, taking on a new offering by console
rival Xbox as video game play booms during
the pandemic. — AFP 


